
GA Lect 2208 
(Münster, INTF, Bible Museum, MS 18) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description: 
GA MS number: GA lect 2208 
Contents: lect esk 

Date: XI/XII 
Material: parchment 
Leaves: 207 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 25 
Dimensions: 22.3 x 17 cm 
Shelf Number: MS 18 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: at least one page has 26 lines of text in one of the 
columns. 
 
CSNTM description: 
MS number: GA lect 2208 
Contents: lect esk 

Date: XI/XII 
Material: parchment 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 25–26 
Dimensions: 22 x 16.75 – 17 x 6 cm 
Shelf Number: Bibelmuseum MS 18 
Leaves: foliated inconsistently in pencil and, earlier, in Greek letters; quires number (8-

leaf quires, but some leaves missing)1 
 

Text leaves: 41 is skipped; ‘41’ is actually 42; 43 is called ‘44’; 57 is ‘58’; 64 is ‘65’; 
90 is ‘91’; 98 is ‘99’; 110 is ‘111’; 128 is ‘129’; 147 is ‘148’; 151 is ‘152’; 165 is 
‘166’; 185 is ‘186’; 192 is ‘193’; 199 is ‘200’; 207 is ‘208.’ 
 
Image count: 414 
 

Cover material: 8 images total 
 

front cover: wood covered in leather; 1 paper leaf with John 1.1–3 on it. Different 
manuscript? Color chart, spine shot. 
subtotal: 6 images (2 cover, 2 paper leaf, color chart, spine) 
 
back cover: back cover only 
subtotal: 2 images 

                                                
1 E.g., 52 ends quire (4 leaves missing); 85 ends quire (5 leaves missing); 163 ends (quire 
(11 leaves missing) 



 
Total image count: 422 

 
UV: 132v has some erasures that need to be UVed; 134v’; 164v; 173r, inside back cover; 
200v (‘201v’), 204 (‘205’) recto?; 206v,  207v (‘208v’).  

 
Interesting or significant material: The text of John 1.1–3 is found on the inside front 
cover leaf. Inside back cover has another lectionary from Luke. Several pages are blurry, 
especially on the hair-side of the leaf. 
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